**Relationship Pulse™**
Is an online tool to allow clients, customers and/or suppliers to quickly and easily assess how well an organisation is adapting to the new remote working environment. It enables a business to identify issues, mitigate risk and optimise the working relationship for all parties.

**Simple to set up, quick & easy to use**
- Identify which individuals you wish to take part and populate an Excel spreadsheet with their key details
- Forward the details to Relationship Audits®
- We will manage the process and use the participant details supplied to send email invitations to all the nominated individuals
- Assessment takes 2-3 minutes to complete, while save & return capability allows ‘parking’
- Colourful, engaging user interface to aid completion
- Mix of quantitative (7) & qualitative (2) questions

**Web-based, fast, easy to deploy and use with smart phones**
- Designed for use on PC/MAC, tablet and smartphone
- Automated, web enabled process to email and collect assessments from participants
- Unique link for each participant ensures security
Clear and fast reporting

- Online results dashboard, live when survey launches
- Automatic alerts for low scores
- Tiered access controlled by passwords
- Completion summary with real time updates
- Graphic presentation of results as they come in, with filtering options for ‘drill down’ detail
- Clear signposting of issues & opportunities
- Strong benchmarking capability vs our pool
- Relational database for multi-level analyses
- Customisable, automated report writer
  - fast and easy report preparation
- Data fully exportable
- Full analysis and reporting available if required

Pricing to fit your needs

Relationship Pulse is competitively priced

- Fees vary according to
  o the number of participant invitation links sent (declining marginal cost as volume increases)
  o the number of waves of activity (e.g. upfront commitment to 2 waves reduces the per wave cost)
  o whether or not Relationship Audits® provides analysis and reporting
- Managed (by Relationship Audits®) or self-managed options available

Contact us
For more information about how Relationship Pulse™ can help your business please connect using the contact details below

Simon Rhind-Tutt
+44 (0) 7802 268731
simon@relationshipaudits.com

Carey Evans
+44 (0) 7855 474414
carey.evans@relationshipaudits.com